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Evolutionary computation and neuroevolution seek to create systems of ever increasing sophistication, such that the digitally evolved
forms reflect the variety, diversity, and complexity seen within nature in living organisms. In general, most evolutionary computation
and neuroevolution techniques do so by encoding the final form
without any type of development. This is in contrast to nature,
where most complex organisms go through a developmental period.
Here we focus on an evolving digital tissues that develop from a
single cell and unfold into a complex body plan. It quickly became
evident that evolving developing forms is quite challenging. We
compare four different techniques that have successfully been employed within evolutionary computation to evolve complex forms
and behavior: scaffolding (i.e., gradually increasing the difficulty
of the task rewarded by the environment over evolutionary time),
stepping stones (i.e., rewarding easier tasks within an environment
that can co-opted for the performance of more complex tasks), and
island models (i.e., rewarding different fitness functions within
different subpopulations with migration). We show the effect of
these methods on the evolution of complex forms that develop from
a single cell, the rate of adaptation, and different dimensions of
robustness and variation among solutions.

1

INTRODUCTION

Within biology there are many pressing topics surrounding our
understanding of how developmental systems evolve. These include
understanding major transitions in evolution, such as the transition
from unicellular to multicellular organisms [3, 11, 12], the effects
and possible treatments for lesions [8, 13] and cancers [1, 7] within
multicellular organisms, and the evolution of the many complex and
fascinating body plans we see in the world around us [4]. A central
aspect of each of these topics is the nuanced interplay between the
development of an individual organism, which determines how it
changes throughout its lifetime, and evolutionary pressures, which
shape how generations of organisms change throughout time at
a larger scale. Here, we address the need for an evolutionary system in which the organisms also exhibit development by creating
a computational evo-devo model that can be used to tackle the
evolutionary-developmental questions faced by biologists.
For this work, we designed a computation model that allows
us to evolve multicellular organisms (called digital tissues), where
each digital tissue starts as a single cell that develops into a 2D
tissue of differentiated cells (similar to [6]). The behavior of the cells
are controlled by evolving Markov Brains, which are networks of
deterministic and probabilistic logic gates encoded in an evolvable
fashion [5, 10]. These 2D tissues of differentiated cells evolve in
response to selection for a particular target pattern or body plan.
Figure 1 provides an example of four such target patterns. Each
large square represents a body plan or pattern. Each smaller square
represents a cell, where cell fate is indicated by color. Each cell
within the tissue has several capabilities: reproduce to form another
cell, migrate to an adjacent location, sense properties of its environment (including whether it is on the edge of the tissue space,
whether its location has been marked with any resources, and the
cell fates of its cardinal neighbors), and communicate with neighboring cells (by sending and receiving messages from its cardinal
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Figure 1: Four two-dimensional target patterns used as digital analogs for body plans. Each large square represents one
pattern, each smaller square represents a cell. Cell fate is
denoted by color.
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neighbors). This information can be used by the cell to express
its own cell fate (depicted as color), which is the only aspect of
the cell to effect the body pattern of the tissue and its fitness. The
evolutionary success (or failure) of the digital tissue is determined
by the degree to which its cells express a target pattern rewarded
so that more matching cells give an exponential increase in fitness.
Using this system we address the question: What evolutionary
techniques can be used to produce complex patterns, thus enabling
us to tackle questions surrounding evolutionary-developmental
systems? In particular, we compare: (1) Direct evolution, where
the fitness of each digital tissue is how closely it matches the target pattern. (2) Stepping stone evolution, where in addition to
providing fitness incentives for matching the desired target pattern, the digital tissue also receives fitness rewards for matching
simpler patterns that should serve as stepping stones to the more
complex pattern [9]. We use two different weighting schemes –
stepping stones - flat: a naive weighting scheme, where all patterns received the same weight, and stepping stones - exp: an
exponential weighting scheme, where each pattern was weighted
according to its complexity. (3) Scaffolding, where digital tissues
are placed under different selective pressures over evolutionary
time that build from selecting for simple patterns to more complex
patterns [2], and (4) Island model evolution, where distinct subpopulations reward for different patterns [14]. For the first treatment
(island), we created four islands for the desired four patterns (A, B,
C, and D). For the second treatment (island - many), we included
islands for the intermediary patterns we created for the scaffold
approach.
We compare the performance of these various evolutionary techniques along three different dimensions, which are the quality of
the complex pattern evolved, the rate of adaptation (or number of
evaluations required to evolve a complex pattern), and the robustness of the evolved patterns to environmental sensor perturbation.
In general, the island models produced the highest quality complex
patterns (Figure 2). The island model that just had islands for the
four target patterns provided the best blend of quality of result,
number of evaluations, and number of updates. Neither island models nor scaffolding had a stronger effect on robustness or diversity
of the solutions than any other technique. This suggests that either
technique can be used, without biasing the resulting developmental
process to have any particular preferences.
Taking all of this into account, we would propose to use an island
model to evolved the highest level of complexity. The methods
all differed in their effect on robustness, but the different kind of
patterns influenced theses differences much more. In the future
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Figure 2: The mean performance of the various techniques
for the four target patterns. Performance is measured in
terms of the percentage of cells that exactly match the target pattern. The results are grouped by pattern, where each
bar represents the performance of a particular treatment on
a specific pattern. Color denotes treatment.
we will explore the role the actual complexity of the pattern plays
in the evolution of a developmental process. In addition, we are
working to leverage this developmental model to test evolutionary
developmental hypotheses.
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